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The reinterpretation of resharpening

Magneto Steel
HyperDrill & polish

Functionality, design and precision
■ Simply draw blade 

through rods for a perfect 
edge everytime: 
An increase in sharpness, 
speed and safety

■ Knife guide always at 
the exact angle due to 
integrated magnets

■ Hygiene: swarf sticks to 
the magnet

■ Protective plate made 
of stainless steel and 
polishing effect at the 
same time

■ Safe handling due to an 
individual form with 
recessed grips

Magneto Steel HyperDrill 
with super fine cut rods to 
smooth the edge 
Prod.-No. 9 0084 00

Magneto Steel polish
with polished rods to 
straighten the edge 
Prod.-No. 9 0085 00

Pat. pend
Your dealer:

Ideal for the 
Meat Industry

Magneto Steel 
polish

Magneto Steel 
HyperDrill
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Magneto Steel
– keeps knives sharp
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F. DICK knife series:
MasterGrip

Special deboning knife
MagicGrip

High-speed deboning knife
ErgoGrip

Complete knife series

As leading knife manufacturer Friedr. Dick is certainly competent regarding resharpening. 
Friedr. Dick offers individual solutions e.g. for butchers and the meat processing industry:

We will be pleased to provide detailed information about our vast range of grinding machines.

Sharpening made easy with the Magneto Steel:
Draw the knife with light pressure through the 
rods. The knife will be attracted magnetic by 
one side of the slot to achieve the exact knife 
guide. 

Drawing the blade through a few times, you 
obtain the ideal result of a razor sharp edge with
an optimal preset angle.

Safe handling due to
recessed grips

Knife guide always 
at the exact angle due 
to magnets

Ergonomic shape, low
weight, decrease in the 
risk of injury

An easy exchange 
of rods

Fastening eye

Protective plates 
made of stainless steel 
with polishing effect

Various types 
of sharpening
rods

Non-slip by the 
use of two 
different plastics

SteriGrip
Hygienic knife series
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